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Burton Joyce & District u3a Newsline

From The Editor

Thank you to everyone who commented, overwhelmingly favourably, on the new format of
Newsline. We’re now all too busy socialising to have time to read through tomes and so the
shorter copy was a hit. However no sooner did Trevor and I start crowing that we had missed
catching the dreaded Covid than it struck. And then I was grateful to read anything, watch
anything, clean anything. Even daytime television was attractive at one point and so I nearly
rang 999.

Now that we’re both out of isolation I feel I can cuddle anyone with impunity. So beware!
Perhaps those people who haven’t yet succumbed should
wear a badge (Covid Virgins?), so the rest of us can keep
our distance.

In this issue we are featuring some of our new members,
interest groups with spaces, as well as a feature on our
current Business Secretary, Alan Comerie. No this isn’t a
dating site, but we do need someone to replace him just
to prove that he is replaceable. Here’s a picture of him
taken fairly recently on holiday - but which one is Alan
and which one his twin brother?

Judith Wright

Welcome to the May edition of Newsline,
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Chair’s Chatter

It has been an unusual experience to touchdown at EM airport last
week and be greeted by a warm sunny day & blue skies. The trip to
Malta was interesting and informative but walking in my village of
Gunthorpe in the gorgeous weather, I felt so lucky to call this home.

We held a New Members ‘drop in’ in March at a local pub for a chat & coffee which was
very well received by 5 new members. We intend to continue this approach in the
future as and when there are sufficient new joiners.

Did you know that we are a friendly u3a? That’s the feedback from new/ potential
joiners and fills me with great pride. I know how hard it can be to join a new
organisation where you hardly know anyone, so well done to you all for making new
members and guests feel very welcome.

My thanks go to Judith Wright who did a great job standing in for me at the last
monthly meeting, I just might go on holidays more often…(I can hear her shouting Oh
No!)

I have previously mentioned that we need new committee members to be voted in at
the next AGM in August. One of the key roles is that of a Business Secretary and in
accordance with Third Age Trust’s requirements our u3a can not exist if we don’t have
a member fulfilling this role.

Alan Comerie has done an excellent job as Business Secretary for the past 3 years and
now it’s time to hand over to another member. In order to excite your voluntary spirit,
Judith interviewed Alan to find out more about the job in hand, details of which are
contained in this edition of Newsline. Let me know if you would like to come to one of
our committee meetings and see for yourself, you will be very welcome!

And lastly, I look forward to a number of future BJ&D u3a activities including a Group
Coordinators’ Thank You luncheon on 26th April, a Quiz Night on 20th May, Queen’s
Jubilee picnic in the park in June and a visit to Middleton Hall in Warwickshire on 27th
July and many others in between and after. How do I slot housework in there??

Stay safe,
Anna Moore chairman@bju3a.co.uk

chairman@bju3a.co.uk
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Quiz Night

Our Fun Quiz Night is being held in the BJ Village Hall on Friday 20th May
at 7:30pm.

The price is £7.50 per person, and includes a fish and chip supper. (Bring
your own drinks).

Members and guests. Maximum of 6 per team. To reserve tickets please email -
treasurer@bju3a.co.uk

Jubilee Weekend Celebrations

There are various events planned in Burton Joyce for the extended weekend celebration
of the Queen’s Jubilee and BJu3a has decided to join in with the Picnic in the Park at the

Grove on Saturday 4th June. We will be manning (or
probably womanning) a cake stall with material to promote
our u3a from 12.30 until approx 3pm. It all kicks off with a
parade by local Air Cadets accompanied by Burton Joyce
Brass Band, followed by a display from the cadets and a
concert by the band. There will also be a raffle, tombolo
activities for children. People are encouraged to bring chairs
and a picnic and enjoy the (ordered in advance) sunshine.

We will be giving small cakes and biscuits away on our stall
and so would be very grateful for offers of baking and/or
turns on the rota. Thanks to the cadets, a marque and tables

are being provided. But we won’t need these because the weather will be…see above!

Offers to Judith j.m.wright@ntlworld.com or Anna chairman@bju3a.co.uk

U3A 40th Celebrations

The u3a movement is celebrating its 40th anniversary this year. That’s
something to celebrate surely? This September our u3a will join with others
in a Nottinghamshire wide event which will end in the Old Market Square,
Nottingham. All local u3as are invited to participate in the passing on of a
beacon (probably not in flames!). We are due to collect ours from Bingham
and handover to Gedling. The aim is to attract as much publicity as possible
to show we are a vibrant (and still able to prove it!) Organisation.

treasurer@bju3a.co.uk
j.m.wright@ntlworld.com
chairman@bju3a.co.uk
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Suggestions for group involvement are:

● Walkers to walk from BJ to Gedling Country Park for handover
● Gardeners to join in pushing a wheelbarrow (rumours that this might contain the smallest

person on the committee are completely unfounded)
● Jivers could wiggle their hips along the way
● Aerobics can similarly strut their stuff
● The Beer and Cider group could wave from a pub window?

Any other ideas would be very gratefully received and, more importantly, people to volunteer to
take part on Tuesday 20th September.

Names to Anna or any of the committee.

Membership News

Our membership number has increased to 346 and since our February Newsline we are very
pleased to welcome eleven new members. Please say hello and make them feel welcome if
you come in contact with any of our newcomers :

Toni Aplin     Meryl Cairns     Margaret Simms

Ray Towlson     Jacqueline Simpson  Carol Smith

David Findlay    Angela & David Donen Alison & Andrew Jones

The new style coffee morning proved to be very popular with those who attended so look out
for the next one later in the year. Thanks to our Chair - Anna & committee member Christine
Shepherd for giving up their morning to do the hosting whilst I was languishing with Covid!

Rupert Williams - Membership Secretary...

New Members
A new feature of Newsline is to interview several new members. Intrepid cub reporter, Hilary,
tracked down some willing participants:

Richard Tyas and Jan Mucznik

Richard and Jan were drawn to joining U3A in autumn last year by the lure of the Jiving for
Beginners group. Richard talks very positively about the group co-ordinator and the welcome
and inclusive nature of the group. Enthusiasm is more important than ability so no worries
when mistakes are made!
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They both went to the Christmas ‘do’ and have attended the new members meeting but
are looking forward to attending a regular monthly meeting. And they hope to learn more
about the other group activities…such as the International Dining group.

Richard and Jan are keen on heraldry and coats of arms and local architecture. Is there a
new group in the making here? Ed.

Mike and Mary Storr are well established villagers in Burton Joyce, having lived here over
40 years. Mary has run Dennis Hairstyles on Main Street for over 43 years, whilst you may
know Mike from his 25 years with BJ Players. He is also a Rotarian, fund-raises for Asthma
UK and in 2019 he reached the regional final in ITV’s Pride of Britain Awards for his
fundraising efforts.

He is no stranger to U3A as, in recent years, he has entertained us with his Masters of
Mirth shows on two occasions, most recently in 2019. He is still doing his talks to various
organisations but more recently he’s found he has a bit of space for new ventures, hence
his and Mary’s decision to join U3A and look at the range of interests it offers.

Lesley Lacovitti  Lesley lives in Colwick and has joined U3A with her friend Karen. They both
worked in school settings until they retired last summer are now looking to enjoy
themselves. They are both keen walkers so Lesley Googled “local walking groups” and the
one that appealed was BJ U3A! She felt the website was well set out, easy to negotiate.
Keith Bowker’s Rambling group fitted the bill in terms of distance of the walks and of
course being local.

Lesley and Karen have been made very welcome and she’s enjoyed chatting with quite a
few folk so far. Whilst she’s reluctant to commit too much time, she’s noticed the Country
Walks group so may consider pursuing this – always up for a bit more walking!

Welcome to you all.

Hilary MacCallum
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Help for Ukraine

BURTON JOYCE U3A MEMBERS DONATE TO THE UKRAINIAN  DISASTERS EMERGENCY
COMMITTEE (DEC), ATTEND SUPPORT GATHERINGS AND
PREPARE TO RECEIVE UKRAINIAN  REFUGEES.

A heartfelt  thank you to all who have donated to the DEC and
the generous collection given at the March U3A meeting.

The humanitarian aid and demonstrations of support made
worldwide play a significant role in maintaining the morale
of the people of Ukraine (as well as those organising support).

The Nottingham gatherings of support were published by the
Kyiv Post  prior to the horrific attacks on the surrounding
villages. Click here to read this.

 The photo is from soldiers of a fighting battalion who received support directly from
Nottingham's Colwick Collection Point thanking Nottingham for the aid received.

Margaret Gaborak and Roman Gawdiak

Monthly Meetings
Speakers from May 2022

10 May 2022 - Phil James. A talk about Personal Safety.

Phil helps dog owners and individuals in Nottinghamshire with some very
easy techniques, advice and knowledge of law. He manages a drone service
which helps reunite lost dogs and their owners.

14 June 2022 - Bob White. Robin Hood: The Legend and the Reality.

With an entertaining balance of fact, fiction and humour this presentation
takes an informative look at the amazing legacy of fact, fiction and popular
culture trivia that surrounds the world’s favourite outlaw and ensures the
legend lives on!

12 July 2022 Dr Stephen Walker From bluebells to blue-tits

The natural habitats of Moor Pond Woods.  A review of the varied habitats
of this Nottinghamshire local nature reserve and discussion about how it is
managed and maintained.

https://www.kyivpost.com/article/opinion/op-ed/big-pro-ukraine-rally-held-in-english-midlands.html
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Christine Montgomery

Christine Montgomery was a member of several U3A groups including Mah-Jong, Garden
Group 3 and Canasta. Here are a few words from one of her many friends in U3A.

Sometimes in life you meet someone who is a very special person, Christine Montgomery
was such a person. It is therefore with very great sadness that friends from the original
Canasta group lost our very dear friend Christine recently.
Many will know that Christine was an anaesthetist throughout her career, so to face her
illness with all the background insight that a doctor's
knowledge would bring truly must have been very difficult for
her.

Throughout her cruel illness she never ever thought of herself,
never dwelt on her illness but, only cared deeply for all her
friends and family. Christine was one of the most gentle and
lovely people you could ever wish to meet. If we had only
known sooner of Christine's hidden youthful talents then we
could even have had a U3A windsurfing group.

We shall all miss you Christine but, we will never forget you,

All your friends over the years from Canasta Group 1 

Group Coordinators Thank You Lunch

We had a lovely lunch at the end of April to thank
our Group Coordinators for keeping their groups
going throughout the lockdown.  There was lots
of lovely food put on by Elaine Bass and people
were able meet up and chat  - aided by a little
wine.
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Groups
Click here for an up to date list of all our Groups

Birdwatching

In late March the birdwatching group
spent a gloriously dry and sunny
morning in Rufford Country Park….oh,
the joys of not slithering on muddy
pathways and not a scarf or glove in
sight either! Parking is easy there but
note, if planning to visit, no cash
accepted, just credit card for the £5
charge.
The walk took us through woodland and
then around the lake. Highlights
included seeing the chiff chaff, in full
song - the first this year for many of us -

and watching a nuthatch making a nest in the hole of an old tree. But the usual suspects
were there on the lake, all in their evolving breeding plumage.
We have had several new members join us recently but always room for more!

Hilary MacCallum

Beer and Cider group

Our monthly outings usually take place on the third Thursday of the
month and revolve around the Pathfinder 26 bus route, which runs
between Nottingham and Southwell, via Burton Joyce.
We catch the bus that arrives at Wheatsheaf Court as near as
possible to 19:00 hrs and return on the bus that leaves at 22:00hrs.
This gives us about 2 hours to sample the wares, usually at a couple
of pubs, and gets us back to BJ at about 22:30 hrs.  A list of

proposed expeditions is given below…
May 19  Nottingham - The Bell, The Roebuck
June 16  Nott’m (Sneinton) King William IV, The Fox & Grapes
July 21  Southwell – The Final Whistle

Contact Rob Johnson if interested.

https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/groups
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Focus on …….COUNTRY WALKS

This group has been going a few years but, as with so many others has only recently restarted
due to lockdown. Previously run by Cowan Jameson – who is still a group member - the baton
has passed to Elaine Anderson-Bass and Mary Russell.

The walks take place at 10.30am on the 3rd Monday of the month and are about 3 miles long,
usually in the local area. Both Elaine and Mary are keen to explain that they aim for easy, flat
walking, with stiles a taboo! A circular route is sought wherever possible and typically with a
pub as a final destination. The group is open to new members. When Mary joined some years
ago, she recalls the feeling of being made welcome with no pressure to attend each month.
She and Elaine continue this easy, open style with this friendly group.

Elaine lives in the village and has been a member of U3A for about 5 years. Her home
circumstances at that time led her to join with a view to developing new interests and
friendships and she is so pleased she did. She is currently the Social Secretary and feels the
organisation is such good value for money. She herself is more than good value as the cake
maker extraordinaire!

Mary and her husband moved to Burton Joyce about 7 years ago. Recently retired with a
husband still working and a new villager with time on her hands, she joined U3A to meet new
folk and hasn’t looked back. Her husband is now retired and he too has since joined U3A and
is thoroughly enjoying what it offers. They are both members of the beer & cider group and
the wine group.

Hilary MacCallum 
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Outings - Anglesey Abbey

Very recently, a coach party of thirty four of our members visited this most delightful estate
comprising the Jacobean-style country house, built on the remains of a priory and about 114
acres of glorious gardens including a working mill situated in the village of Lode, some 5 miles
north-east of Cambridge. As to the house, the last private owner was Lord Fairhaven who
lived there from 1926 until his death in 1966, during which time he created a comfortable
home holding his eclectic collection of antiquities, fine furnishings, paintings, clocks and
objets d'art, all giving a feeling of considerable opulence and splendour.

The ground floor of the house and extensive library were open and we were shown one of
the leaded windows in the library upon which, instead of signing the usual visitors' book,
members of the Royal family (including our Queen and the Queen Mother)  and senior
aristocracy were each invited to etch their signatures in perpetuity by means of a diamond
stylus pen - fascinating !

The gardens are a special feature of the estate, consisting as they do, of Lord Fairhaven's
personal taste and his regular routine of entertaining his frequent guests with something to
show them throughout the four Seasons. For example, the Spring garden naturally featured
large swathes of daffodils and hyacinths among many others, and these were complemented
by the avenues of Amalachier lamarkii, the June berry and a horse-chestnut tree in shrimp-
pink foliage. In 1934, his Lordship purchased Lode Mill situated on the northern boundary of
the estate, which was built in the 18th century for corn grinding, but had been converted
later to grind cement. The Mill is still undergoing a major repairs and renovations schedule
by The National Trust before fully re-opening, and was closed during our visit, although visits

are presently allowed between Tuesdays and
Saturdays each week.

At the end of our tour, after visiting the
obligatory souvenir shop and large cafeteria
we all agreed that, thanks once again to
Alwyn's superb organisation and attention to
detail, we had all greatly enjoyed ourselves at
this gem of a property and that it would be
well worth a re-visit, maybe during a different
season. It is perhaps also worth mentioning in
passing, that the Abbey has no connection at
all with the island of Anglesey on the north

west coast of Wales, but refers to the invading Angles from the Continent who colonised the
Fens many centuries ago, hence East Anglia. Finally, our journeys only took exactly two hours
each way from B.J and so the Abbey and Mill are thus well within reach.
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Future Planned Outings

After two very successful visits, to World of Wedgwood,
near Stoke-on Trent and Anglesey Abbey, near
Cambridge, there are still five more visits between now
and September, so here are the details which may
tempt you to join one or more of them. If you would
like to come along to any of these visits, please put
your name, e-mail address and phone number on
the appropriate sign-up sheets at monthly meetings,
or alternatively e-mail me, (Alwyn Foster), at:
outings@BJU3A.co.uk with this information.

THURSDAY 30TH JUNE AT 10.30AM - GUIDED TOUR OF TRENT BRIDGE CRICKET GROUND.

I am always surprised how few people have actually been inside Trent Bridge cricket ground,
the home of Nottinghamshire County Cricket Club and venue for international Test and One
Day Matches. First used as a cricket ground in the 1830’s, the first recorded match was held
behind the famous Trent Bridge Inn in 1838. The ground hosted its first Test Match in 1899,
with England playing against Australia. It has become one of the world’s most famous and
revered cricket grounds. So, there is lots to discover and see
in a tour of the ground, which includes the pavilion with its
memorabilia, Long Room and Dressing Rooms, indoor nets,
press and TV accommodation and much more. Group
numbers are limited to 15 and there is a charge of £5pp. If
you would like to come along, please record your contact
details as per paragraph 2 at the top of this page.

WEDNESDAY 27TH JULY. VISIT TO MIDDLETON HALL, NEAR TAMWORTH: “NORTH
WARWICKSHIRE’S HIDDEN GEM”.

Set in 42 acres of countryside close to the M42, discover a magnificent manor house with
over 1000 years of remarkable history with lots of stories to
tell. Over the centuries the hall has grown and changed, as
have the people that have called it home. Meet the
commander of the Norman cavalry at the Battle of Hastings:
a Tudor explorer who died trying to find a North East
passage to China: two famous 17th century naturalists and a
Duchess renowned for her love of music. The Hall also has a
family connection with Wollaton Hall. The buildings tell their
own fascinating story of construction styles from the Medieval through to the Georgian
period, with changes in the materials and methods used. Instead of demolishing parts of

The recent very successful trip to
Wedgwood

outings@BJU3A.co.uk
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the buildings, owners have added to what was already there and so there is continuity
through the centuries, the original buildings being still there to see. There is a walled
garden and grounds with attractive courtyard, home to a coffee shop and various
independent retailers. There is a lake and a nature trail which are SSS’s with interesting
flora and wildlife, together with a close-by RSPB reserve to visit within the estate. The
cost of £25pp includes a guided tour of the Hall, with welcome refreshments, coach travel
and driver’s gratuity. There are still places available so please record your name and
contact details as per paragraph 2 at the top of this page.

SUNDAY 21ST AUGUST, RIVER TRENT CRUISE WITH ROAST SUNDAY LUNCH.

This has proved to be a popular outing, starting close-
by at Colwick, the cruise lasting three hours. So far 55
members have booked and there are still places
available, but you need to be quick if you would like to
join in, as places are being taken by members of the
public too. The cost is £23.45 with a non-refundable
deposit required of £3 when
booking. Payment should be sent preferably by bank transfer to Burton Joyce and District
U3A account 23616068, sort code: 77-22-10. Please put your surname in the reference
field. Alternatively, payment can be made by cheque payable to Burton Joyce and District
U3A and delivered or posted to our treasurer, Anne Hegarty, at 3, Copse Close, Burton
Joyce, Nottingham, NG14 5DD (off Foxhill Road, which is off Padleys Lane). Please write
your surname on the reverse of the cheque. NO CASH PLEASE. If booking please add your
name and contact details as per paragraph 2 at the top of this page and send the £3
deposit as indicated in the last paragraph above.

MONDAY 12TH SEPTEMBER, BLETCHLEY PARK, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES.

Bletchley Park is an English country house and estate
that became the principal centre of Allied code-
breaking during the Second World War, containing a
history of the extraordinary achievements of the men
and women who worked there. It is also the
birthplace of modern computing. Historians estimate
the codebreakers’ efforts shortened the war. It was
here that German Enigma messages were decrypted. The website contains a wealth of
interesting information to look at before the visit. There are still a few places available.
The cost is £34.50, comprising coach travel and driver’s gratuity of £17.00 and entrance
fee of £17.50.

If you have any questions on any of these visits please e-mail me at outings@BJU3A.co.uk

Alwyn Foster

outings@BJU3A.co.uk
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Theatre Group

We have been delighted to be able to get back to visiting
the theatre and have enjoyed the musical 'Sister Act' at
Nottingham Girls High School and Breezeblock Park, a
Willy Russell comedy, at The Robin Hood Theatre,
Averham.

We are looking forward to seeing 'Red Ellen' at
Nottingham Playhouse, about England's first highly

successful MP, who was a racy lady too; also 'Breaking The Code' about Alan Turing at
Averham Theatre.

This very popular group is currently full but it would be wonderful if we could start up a
second group. Anyone interested in the theatre, please contact Caroline or any of the
committee to see if we can get one off the ground.

Ukelele Group

DO YOU PLAY THE UKULELE? WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN TO PLAY?
Burton Joyce U3A ukulele group is looking for new members. We meet
twice a month on the 1st and 3rd Wednesday in the afternoon
between 2pm - 4pm in Burton Joyce Village Hall. We would love you
to come along and join us. It’s very easy - you don't need to read music.
Please contact Barbara on 07973 260557.

Art Appreciation Group 
Another group with spaces is Art Appreciation. We don’t meet on a regular basis but share
ideas of art to visit and people to visit with. Future trips are planned to the Laura Knight
exhibition at Nottingham Castle, The Yorkshire Sculpture Park and the new outside trail at

the Harley Gallery.

As you can see from the photograph, our recent visit to the
beautiful “Threads through Creation” at The Minster was gate-
crashed by 3 small grandchildren who behaved impeccably and
were taken by a warden to discover several of the mice by Mousey
Thompson of Kilburn and also some hidden pigs in the Chapter
House.
If you are interested in joining us contact me at
j.m.wright@ntlworld.com

j.m.wright@ntlworld.com
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Focus on….PETANQUE

This group has been running for at least 6 years, ever since Michelle and Peter Price – Horne
arranged a visit to Valley Road in Sherwood where the Nottingham Petanque club (NPC) are
based. This prompted the setting up of a BJ u3a group – or rather two groups – after
Michelle successfully negotiated the installation of the 2 pistes (careful how you say that
Ed!) at The Poplars Sports Ground. Dil Vowles runs the all year round group on a Friday
10.30- 12.30 whilst Roz Tuffrey runs the winter one on a Tuesday 1-3pm, starting each
September, as soon as the bowls season finishes.
There are currently 21 group members, a mix of women and men with a range of abilities.
And new members are always welcome. There is no expectation as to frequency of playing;
people dip in and out as suits. There is a maximum of 12 people playing at any one time, as
a game can involve 6 people and there are just the 2 pistes. If anyone out there can help
source another 2 pistes, please say! With the help of the group’s What’s App, set up during
lockdown, members can now arrange informal sessions between themselves on other days
over and above the set ones.

Dil says it’s a very inexpensive sport –
just a pound or two per person each
session, towards the hire of the pistes.
And no fancy gear required.
Whilst international competition hasn’t
happened yet, some members have
played in places such as Ravenshead,
Bourne, and for the last 4 years Dil and
another member qualified to play in
London to mark International
Women’s Day. She and Roz also
reached the finals and played up in
Heckmondwike. Whilst very
competitive, it’s always a great
atmosphere and Dil jokes that they

don’t take things too seriously, unlike some other teams, which is maybe why they’ve won
the wooden spoon more than once!
Pre covid, several of the group attended 3 annual weekends of u3a petanque at Hayling
Island on the south coast. These weekends were attended by about 40 different u3a groups
and were great fun, if exhausting. Whilst not being amongst the medal winners, Burton
Joyce certainly did not embarrass themselves (at least not on the piste).
This year they are holding their first internal competition, a melee. There are 5 rounds to
this over 3 months; the individual winner with the most points at the end will be melee
champion of 2022. Rumours of a large cash prize have yet to be confirmed.
Dil would encourage anyone who is interested in giving petanque a go to contact her.
What’s not to like?
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Garden Group 3
A

GUIDED TOUR OF ST ANN’S ALLOTMENTS

I have arranged for a 90 minute tour of the allotments on Wednesday 20 July at 1.30 pm. The
tour guides can accommodate up to 25 people so there will be some spare places for anyone
not in one of the Garden Groups who would like to join us. The cost is £6.00 per person.The
allotments are Grade 2* listed and are a Site of Importance for Nature Conservation. They’re
home to a range of 19th century summerhouses, sheds, glasshouses and buildings, as well as
rare wildlife, including birds, moths, butterflies, damselflies and dragonflies.
Although the allotment site was established in the 1830s, these gardens are more than 600
years old, and are possibly the oldest and largest detached town gardens in Britain, possibly
the world.
If you haven’t visited before, there is much more information here:
https://staa-allotments.org.uk/

Please contact me if you would like to come along.
Christine Shepherd  07773 156813  0115 9618840

STOP PRESS

Spaces are available in the Spanish and Discussion Groups.  Contact the Group Leaders.

And there is a new group “Out and About”, headed up by David Hallam and they are off for
their first outing to Calke Abbey in May. They plan to meet on the first Thursday of the month
and will be featured more fully in the next Newsline .

https://staa-allotments.org.uk/
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Meet a committee member:  Alan Comerie Business Secretary

In an attempt to demystify the roles on the committee and encourage people to come
forward to replace us, I interviewed our esteemed Business Secretary over a cup of tea.
(JW) Why did you join u3a? (AC) “I’d just retired and didn’t want to sit about and watch
daytime television!”
When did you join the committee? “Only about 3 months later! On one of the walks, I was
nobbled by a former Chairman who found out I was vaguely IT literate. A dangerous
revelation as Keith Montgomery was standing down as Newsline Editor and it seemed I was
a shoe in. This was a new skill for me as I had never done desk top publishing, so had to teach
myself”. 6 years later and he’s still there. Must be the cake!
What’s the best thing about being on the committee apart from the cake? “The feeling of
giving something back, being part of a friendly team and doing things you might not have
done before knowing that you won’t lose your job or have your salary docked if you mess up.”
Sadly he has to stand down in August after 3 years in this role. How will we cope?
Describe the role of the Business Secretary “Producing the agenda, the minutes, keeping
details from the Charity Commission up to date, preparing for the annual AGM, liaising with
the national office”
That all sounds a bit dry, sell it to me “Well you’re at the sharp end of key decisions and you
can influence what and when things happen. Learning to use Zoom at the outset of the Covid
lockdown brought some challenges – for example I shared Steve Cantrell’s screen by mistake
and also had to learn how to mute some of our noisier members – but I feel a sense of
fulfilment that I have mastered new things and have not yet resorted to daytime television.”
And what else do you do? “Lesley and I are in the International Dining Group and I co-ordinate
the Wine Tasting group, as well as being an IT buddy as and when. Outside of u3a and as a
counter to all the eating and drinking, I am a gym bunny, walk Harry, my black Lab, 5 miles a

day, distribute the Village Magazine and am part of the
Voluntary Car to hospital scheme in Burton Joyce.”
And do you ever see your wife? “Yes. I am regularly
commandeered to set up the screen and mike for her WI!”
If you feel you would be interested in taking over the reins
from Alan, please contact Anna.
Alan will be a hard act to follow but we each bring our
individual expertise (or lack of it) to each role. That’s the
beauty of it
.

Proof of cake at committee meetings.
The Baileys was to celebrate a birthday
and when added to the coffee certainly
made the meeting somewhat livelier!
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Committee Members

The minutes of the latest committee meeting can be found here. At the date of publication

Anna Moore Chair 07891 221840 chairman@bju3a.co.uk

Anne Hegarty Treasurer 07981 705967 Treasurer@bju3a.co.uk

Alan Comerie Business Secretary 07581 456253 Secretary@bju3a.co.uk

Caroline Roberts Groups Facilitator 0115 931 3679 Groups@BJU3A.co.uk

Christine Shepherd Speaker Finder 07773 156813 speakers@bju3a.co.uk

Anna Moore Beacon Coordinator 07891 221840 Beacon002@bju3a.co.uk

Elaine Bass Social Secretary 0115 911 8756 socialsecretary@bju3a.co.uk

Rupert Williams Membership Secretary 0115 931 3095 MembershipSecretary@bju3a.co.uk

Judith Wright Newsline Editor 0115 931 2805 bju3anewsline@outlook.com

Additional administrative contacts
Alwyn Foster Outings Support 0115 931 2571 Outings@BJU3A.co.uk
Grenville Shepherd Fire & VH Keyholder 0115 9618840 grenshepherd@yahoo.co.uk
Colin Simm Website Manager 07850 553133 web_admin@bju3a.co.uk
David Falkner  Welcomers’ Coordinator      welcome@bju3a.co.uk

Please let us have any contributions for the August issue of Newsline as soon as you have
them and at the latest by 15 July. We particularly want items that are looking at what is
going to happen in the Autumn. If you would like a “focus” on your group please let the
Editor know by emailing to bju3anewsline@outlook.com.
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